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Dohninyi was nearing 80 when he taped his contributions in 1956, and there are moments when his
rhythms seize up; then, too, Boult was hardly the most whimsical of the conductors to have taken up the
Variations, op. 25. Still, the aged composer tosses off a dashing, youthful-sounding performance that catches
the warmhearted irony of the music without a trace of exaggeration or self-consciousness. It is, in fact,
arguably even more dapper than the recording he made in 1931.
P eter J. R abinowitz, Fanfare Magazi ne, May/June 2009
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Producer's Note
This release completes the reissue of Dohninyi's Remington recordings which was begun with the three
Brahms Violi n Sonatas with Albert Spalding (Pristine Audio PACM 078) and continued with recordings of
his own Violin Sonata (again with Spalding) and Four Rhapsodies (PASC 381).
As with the previous reissues, Remington's original engineering and pressings posed several restoration
challenges. Probably the most significant hurdle was locating quiet pressings in good condition. Remington
was the original "budget" LP label, and thei_r cost-cutting manifested itself most noticeably in the quality (or
lack thereof) of the material on which they were pressed. Initial releases featured a hard, plastic-like
compound high in surface noise, while later issues were on somewhat quieter vinyl. All of the Remington
recordings on the current release were taken from pristine copies of the later editions.
In the case of the Schumann Kinderszenen (with spoken announcements in E nglish by the pianist), this posed
a dilemma. The early pressings are extremely noisy, with some of the softer passages almost lost in surface
crackle. In the later pressings, however, there appears to be a tape tracking problem which causes a watery
sound on some of the selections. l n the case of ''\'Vichtige Begebenheit", these were serious enough that 1
was forced to patch in the version from the earlier pressing. For the remaining items, I felt that the tradeoff favored the later edition, even with its flaws.
No such reservations need apply to the EMI recording of Dohninyi's Variations on a Nursery Tune with
Boult. Recorded at the same sessions as his Second Piano Concerto (PASC 381), it was a return to a work
the composer/pianist had first recorded in London 25 years earlier under Lawrance Collingwood (PASC
252), but this time on stereo tape rather than wax 78 rpm masters. 1t has been transferred here from a
Britis h LP pressing. M ark Obe rt-Tho rn
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[I] HAYDN Andante and Variations in F minor, Hob. XVll:6 1mJBI
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BEETHOVEN Andante favori in F major, WoO 57 17'471

BEETHOVEN Piano Sonata No. 17 in D minor, Op. 31, No. 2 (''Tempest")
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2nd mvt. - Adagio 16,461
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[I] 3rd mvt. - Allegretto 16,321

SCHUMANN Kinderszenen, Op. 15 (Sce nes of childhood)
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1. Von fremden Landern und Menschen
(A bout strang e land s and peopl e) {1:42)

[I] 2. Kuriose Geschichte (Curious story) 11'071
[!] 3. Hasche-Mann (Playing tag) 10,371
[2J 4, Bittendes Kind (Entreating chi ld) 11,121
[jQ] 5. GIUckes genug (Contentment) IOA41

lill 6. Wichtige Begebenheit (Important event) 11,001
lill 7. Traumerei (Dreaming) 12,s6)
lill 8. Am Kamin (By the fireside) 11,101
1!21 9. Ritter vom Steckenpferd (The knight of the hobbyhorse) IOA21
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lill 10. Fast zu Ernst (Almosttoo serious) (1,541

Im

11. FUrchtenmachen (The bog eyman) (1,47)

[i] 12. Kind im Einschlummern (Child falling asleep) 12,17)
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13. Der Dichter spricht (The poet speaks) IU61
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